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My (Re)Generation Action Story: 

This picture is about the missionaries because my theme was the missionaries and 
this picture shows what the spanish brought to california when they started to 

se le.There are orange trees ,mustard seeds of when the spanish made a trail,and 
there are mission buildings.  
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I believe that we should Rethink how we are making energy and think of be er 
ways instead of pollu ng the earth and the air.I believe that we should Regrow our 

nature and plant more trees to have a healthy world.l believe that we should 
recreate the world into a be er and happier place to live.I believe that we should 
rebuild be er buildings to stop pollu ng the air we breath.We have to stop these 

problems because we are the ones that started them.So we should be the ones that 
rebuild our home. 

In my art the black and white part on the buildings represents what we did to the 
world and the planet which we can fix today to REBUILD our cummunity.It also 

represents the bad stuff and pollu on we are bringing to the planet.I drew some 
mustard seeds and a  orange tree to represent The missionaries and what we can 

do to the planet to REGROW the things that we made. The smoke coming out of the 
building represents the things we could have done in our home to help our home 

and RETHINK our decisions of what we made. The flowers/crops on building 
represents what we can do to RECREATE  the stuff that we created.So stop this from 

happening. 

This paper I used was from my class and the supplies I used were from home.I used 
sharpies which I got for a gi  from my mom and dad. I also used crayons from my 
brother because he had them in his cubby and I also used some colored pencils 

from my mom because she does sewing and uses colored pencils. I also did some 
blending in the buildings. 
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